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Purpose Statement: The Skit and Bible Story will teach children that actions speak 
louder than words and that it is our job to show others God’s way.

Materials/Props Needed: “Rebus Symbols Lesson 7” printed out from Lesson 
Materials CD Rom, 1 dry erase board or bulletin board, 1 computer (real or fake), 1 
computer keyboard (real or fake), Lesson 7 DVD materials.

Note: If you print the scripts in color, the text written in “blue” is part of a video 
segment. The Teachers are not responsible for these lines. If you are printing the scripts 
in black and white, the text that follows the words “IN VIDEO” is part of a video 
segment. The Teachers are not responsible for these lines. 

• Lead the children through the opening activity “Super Spy School”  
and/or “Show Me”.

• Begin Worship Time.

Note: Play “Spy Chase Intro Video” chapter 1 followed by 
“Denver Omelet Video 1” chapter 2.

DeNver OMelet (iN viDeO)
This is Denver Omelet transmitting from within the enemy 
headquarters. I’ve uncovered another dastardly plan of The 
Villainous League of Bad Guys. They call it Operation: Which 
Way? They’ve positioned their evil operatives all over the country 
ready to strike when they receive orders. “What are the orders?” 
you ask. They’re going to replace all maps with inaccurate ones, 
remove all street signs that offer any kind of direction, and change 
all traffic lights so they’re always green. No one will know how 
to get where they need to go and asking for directions would be 
useless. People won’t know which way is the right way anymore! 
I have to shut down their radio tower before they send out the 
orders. I’ve found what I think is a shutdown code, but I can’t 
make any sense of it. I need all of you at the training center to get 
this code deciphered and sent back to me as soon as possible. I’ll 
send the code to you in pieces as quickly as I can. (sees someone 
coming) Wait, someone’s coming! Time for a disguise. (Denver 
changes into someone else) 

evil GuarD (iN viDeO)
I haven’t seen you around before. Ready for Operation: Which 
Way? 

DeNver OMelet (iN viDeO) 
(in disguise) I sure am...let’s create some chaos...woo hoo.

LESSON 7: I WILL SHOW OTHERS GOD’S WAY!
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evil GuarD (iN viDeO)
I like you. That’s good enthusiasm.  

Guard exits.

DeNver OMelet (iN viDeO) 
(to camera) Whew, they almost had me. I’ve got to keep avoiding 
guards while you crack this code. Hurry, cadets. Denver Omelet, 
out. (transmission ends)

Note: Play “Code Segment 1 Video” chapter 3.

teaCHer (aGeNt X)
(CD track # 1) Another evil plot?! At least we have the first part 
of the code. (pulls out a printed hard copy of the image and sticks 
it on a dry erase board) But, Denver needs to find some cover. We 
need to create a diversion right now! Up and at ‘em, cadets. We’ll 
sing until the guards are singing with us!

Teacher leads the children in singing the song.

teaCHer (aGeNt X) 
Nicely done. Time for some sneaking and hiding. When I say 
“hide,” hide as fast as possible. When I say “sneak,” move to a 
new spot as quickly and as quietly as you can! 

Note: Play “Sneak and Hide Video” chapter 5.

During the video the Teacher calls out directions alternating 
between “sneak” and “hide”.

teaCHer (aGeNt X) 
It worked! I think the guards have moved on and Denver is safe!
We have the first code segment, but we all know we won’t be able 
to stop the Villainous League of Bad Guys until we get the whole 
thing. The Eyes and Ears are usually great at getting us pointed 
in the right direction. (pushing buttons on a computer) Let’s see 
what they have for us.

Note: Play “Eyes and Ears Video 1” chapter 6.

earS (iN viDeO)
Hello, X. We just heard about Operation: Which Way. This could 
be the most dangerous plan the Villainous League of Bad Guys 
has ever tried. 

eyeS (iN viDeO)
Yes. Ears and I are prepared to help you with anything you need, 
which brings me to a piece of surveillance footage. We believe 
this was transmitted to us by Denver Omelet just a moment ago.  

earS (iN viDeO)
Pay close attention. It may have information that you need.
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Non-Verbal Video plays.

earS (iN viDeO) 
That second agent really helped out that first one!

eyeS (iN viDeO)
Yes, he wouldn’t have known the right way if no one had shown 
him. I hope this information helped, X. We’ll let you know if we 
find anything else. (video ends)

teaCHer (aGeNt X)
Hmmm, so we can really help people out if we show them the 
right way? Interesting. And there was something else interesting 
in that video as well. Did you see what I saw? 

Allow children to respond.

teaCHer (aGeNt X)
Let’s view that segment one more time to be sure. (pushes buttons 
on computer)

Note: Play “Zoom In on Sign Video” chapter 7.

teaCHer (aGeNt X) 
Right there! See it? That’s another code segment! (pulls out a 
printed hard copy of the image and sticks it on a dry erase board)  
Now we have two pieces to Denver’s shutdown code. (pushes 
buttons on computer) Dr. Enigma might be able to help us with 
these segments. I’m transmitting them to him right now.

Note: Play “Dr. Enigma Video 1” chapter 8.

Dr. eNiGMa (iN viDeO)
Ahhh, hello X and cadets. Let’s take a look at these code segments 
you found. Hmmm, this does not look good at all. There’s too 
much missing from the code for me to solve it. At this point I 
would just be guessing. I’ll need more before I can be of any help. 
Keep me posted. 

teaCHer (aGeNt X)
Hmmm. I was afraid of that. We need to keep going. We know 
that we’re dealing with showing people the “right” way. However, 
we need more information on what the “right” way is. We should 
check in with Agent O and see if he can help us learn more about 
the “right” way. (pushes buttons on computer) Come in Agent O, 
this is Agent X and the cadets. We’ve gotten some information on 
showing others the right way and we could really use your help. 

Note: Play “Agent O/Bible Story Video” chapter 9.

Video ends with an image of the code segment.
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teaCHer (aGeNt X)
Thank you for that, sir. I agree, actions speak louder than words 
and God wants us to be an example for the people around us. 
(pulls out a printed hard copy of the image and sticks it on a 
dry erase board) But the code still isn’t complete. I think we 
need to do a little more research. We’ve learned about showing 
others the right way, and now we know that God’s way is always 
the right way. And we know that people will notice our actions 
more than they notice what we say. (thinks) I know one person 
here at the Spy training center that is very good at research: Dr. 
Oppenheimerstein! Maybe he can teach us a little bit more about 
showing others the right way. (pushes buttons on computer)

Note: Play “Oppenheimerstein’s Lab Video” chapter 10.

teaCHer (aGeNt X)
Wow, I can definitely see how showing someone the right way 
can make all the difference. I hope they find Subject B quickly. 
And I think I saw something there on the map at the end of the 
transmission. I need to see that again. (types on a computer)

Note: Play “Dr. Oppenheimerstein Slow Motion Video” chapter 11.

The video starts with the very end of Dr. Oppenheimerstein’s video 
and moves slowly up until the point where the image flickers on 
the map that Subject A  is carrying. The video pauses and zooms 
in on the image.

teaCHer (aGeNt X)
That’s another piece of Denver’s code! (pulls out a printed hard 
copy of the image and sticks it on a dry erase board) Maybe we 
have enough for Dr. Enigma to work with. (pushes buttons on 
computer) This is Agent X and the cadets calling Dr. Enigma. We 
have more pieces of the shutdown code. 

Note: Play “Dr. Enigma Video 2” chapter 12.

Dr. eNiGMa (iN viDeO)
Excellent work, Agent X. Surely there’s enough here to …wait…
uh oh. (sighs) There still isn’t enough here to work with. I think 
this is missing one final piece. If you can get that last section, I 
should be able to sort this out for you. (video ends)

teaCHer (aGeNt X)
The code needs one more piece. Hmmm…we’ve been researching 
showing others the right way: God’s way. We saw how Daniel 
accomplished this in our Bible Story, but what does that look like 
today? Maybe the Eyes and Ears would know. (pushes buttons 
on the computer) I’ll update them on our progress and ask if they 
have any footage for us.

Note: Play “Eyes and Ears Video 2” chapter 13.
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eyeS (iN viDeO)
Hmmm...footage about showing others God’s way. That does 
sound like it could be helpful to this case. Any ideas, Ears?

earS (iN viDeO)
In past cases, Agent Junior has been a good source for informative 
surveillance footage. Let’s check our latest recording of him and 
Spy Dubbleaux. (pushes buttons on computer) 

Agent Junior and Spy Dubbleaux Video plays.

eyeS (iN viDeO) 
I’m glad that Dubbleaux has an agent like Junior around that can 
show him God’s way. 

earS (iN viDeO)
Me too. That’s all we have on the subject of showing people 
God’s way, X. Use this information any way that you can and put 
a stop to Operation: Which Way. We’re counting on you and the 
cadets. (video ends)

teaCHer (aGeNt X)
Hmmm, I noticed something about the Bible verse. Let’s take 
another look. 

Note: Play “Bible Verse Video” chapter 14.

Proverbs 12:28 “The way of the godly leads to life; that path does 
not lead to death.” NLT

teaCHer (aGeNt X)
This verse helps us know that God’s way is the best, but I think it 
also helps us with Denver’s code! Right there, on the fingernail. 
Let’s take a closer look with “ridiculazoom!” (pushes buttons on 
computer) 

Note: Play “Bible Verse Code Segment Video” chapter 15.

teaCHer (aGeNt X)
There’s a little picture there. (pulls out a printed hard copy of the 
image and sticks it on a dry erase board) I think it’s the last code 
segment and that means we have all the pieces. However, we still 
don’t know the right order. The only one who knows codes well 
enough to help us with this is Dr. Enigma. (pushes buttons on the 
computer) 

Note: Play “Dr. Enigma’s Code Breaking Video” chapter 16.

Dr. eNiGMa (iN viDeO)
Hello, Agent X. It’s good to see that you have all the pieces of the 
code. Hmmm…yes, this does look fairly complex…but I think I 
have something that will help. (pushes buttons) Try deciphering it 
now. 
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The images appear on the screen and the images shift and change 
until they are in their final order forming a rebus puzzle.

teaCHer (aGeNt X)
Cadets, you know what to do. Grab your code breaking materials 
and get to work.

Note: If your children are old enough, have them write down what 
they believe the solution is, put it in a large envelope and sneak 
it up to the stage. If your children are too young to write, simply 
move on to the next video which shows the rebus being solved.

teaCHer (aGeNt X) 
All right, we have your answers and now it’s time to find out 
what our Main Clue for solving this case is. (pushes buttons on 
computer)

Note: Play “Rebus Solved Video” chapter 17.

teaCHer (aGeNt X)
(excited) We have it! Our Main Clue is “I Will Show Others God’s 
Way!” Excellent work, everyone. Let’s get this message to Denver 
Omelet and shut down Operation: Which Way once and for all! 
(pushes buttons on computer) Come in, Denver Omelet! We’ve 
cracked the code and we’re sending it right now!

Note: Play “Denver Omelet Video 2” chapter 18.

DeNver OMelet (iN viDeO)
Hmm, “I Will Show Others God’s Way!” I like the sound of that. 
(looks around) I think the coast is clear. (starts pushing buttons 
on a computer)  Time to enter the code and shut down Operation: 
Which Way. I think it’s working! (footage of a tower exploding) 
The orders won’t be sent and the Villainous League of Bad 
Guys has no way to get their orders to their operatives. That was 
amazing work, cadets! Keep up the good work. (looks around) 
Wait, I think the guards are coming. And I’ve used up all my 
disguises! I’m outta here! Denver out! (video ends)

teaCHer (aGeNt X)
We cracked the code, learned our Main Clue and stopped 
Operation: Which Way. Excellent work, cadets!  I’m proud of 
your code breaking skills and I think we can all agree on the 
important lesson we learned: i Will Show Others God’s Way! 
Let’s look at that again. I think this Main Clue calls for some 
whispering. Everyone partner up and whisper this Main Clue to 
each other. Make sure your partner memorizes the clue.

Teacher leads the children by first demonstrating the Main Clue 
with motions. Then have the children repeat the Main Clue two or 
three times.

teaCHer (aGeNt X)
Good whispering, cadets. We had a busy day! We cracked the 
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code. We shut down Operation: Which Way. And we all learned 
that it’s our job to show others God’s way. One way we can do 
that is by worshipping together with our voices and with our 
offering. Everybody stand and sing with us.

Teacher leads the children in singing the song.

OFFERING

teaCHer (aGeNt X)
(CD track # 4) Good job on that song. We’re going to continue 
worshipping God with our offering. This is a time to give back to 
God and thank Him for everything He has done for us.

Teacher takes up the offering.

teaCHer (aGeNt X)
(CD track # 1) Thanks for worshipping with us. Don’t forget 
what you’ve learned. It will come in handy during the rest of your 
Spy Training in Small Groups today.

SMALL GROUPS

Teacher greets the kids as they come back from Small Groups.

teaCHer (aGeNt X)
I hope you all paid close attention in your Spy Training because 
we have to report to Debriefing for some Review Questions. 

Note: Lead the children through the questions. Hit “play” when a 
child has given you the right answer.

CLOSING

teaCHer (aGeNt X)
(CD track # 1) Excellent work today, cadets. You stayed calm 
under pressure and did your job. You have a job to do when you 
leave as well. Just like our Main Clue says, you need to Show 
Others God’s Way! I’ll see all of you later at the same secret 
time and the same secret place. 
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Purpose: This is a strategic time to review and reinforce the content of the lesson.
Materials Needed:  DVD chapter “Debriefing” Lesson 7
Ask the following questions and then ask for volunteers to answer. If they answer correctly, hit “play” on DVD.
  
  1. Why is it important for us to show others God’s way?
   A. Because God’s way is hard to find.
   B. Because telling people about God’s way doesn’t work.
   C. Because no one knows what God’s way is.
   D. Because God wants us to help others make right choices.

  2. Your parents give you and your little brother a bunch of new rules. Your brother says the rules aren’t fair. What    
          should you do?
   A. Show your brother what is right by following the rules.
   B. Get your brother to disobey the new rules. 
   C. Only obey the rules when your brother is around.
   D. Come up with a few new rules of your own.

  3. Your teacher tells the class not to talk while she steps out of the room. When she leaves, everyone starts     
          talking. What should you do? 
   A. Just talk, everyone else is.
   B. Go stand by the door and warn everyone when the teacher is coming back.
   C. Stay quiet like the teacher told you to.
   D. Tattle on the kids who were talking.
  
  4. In today’s Bible story, what did Daniel do to show other’s God’s way?
   A. He ate what everyone else was eating. 
   B. He only ate vegetables and water for ten days. 
   C. For ten days he didn’t eat anything.

   D. He delivered God’s message to the king.

  5. How was Spy Dubbleaux able to make it through all of the traps?
   A. Junior showed Dubbleaux the right way.
   B. Junior turned off all the traps.
   C. Dubbleaux had been through the traps before.
   D. Dubbleaux is just naturally good at avoiding traps.

 



  
  6. Fill in the blanks, Proverbs 12:28 “The way of the godly leads to ___________; that path does not lead to     
          ___________.” (NLT)
   A. happiness, sadness.
   B. life, death.
   C. joy, anger.
   D. the store, school.
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